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DESCRIPTION
The main objective of this course is to provide students with a general overview of the Spanish Cinema and
TV Series that are distributed through streaming media services, such as Netflix.

These digital platforms are becoming important agents in the transmission of values and sociocultural
changes, and TV series are one of their key vehicles, with a growing, increasingly global audience and a
particular influence in young people. Moreover, entertainment media is often a portal to historical narratives
and a reflection of dominant modern tendencies, factors that shall be used to explore Spanish contemporary
history and culture, to be compared with the students’ own. The course will also examine the globalization of
audio-visual content, paying attention to the set of homogenizing messages and ideas that are penetrating
societies at an unprecedented level, and which should not go on without a critical analysis of what exactly it
is that is being consumed - very often beyond the awareness of the users.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

This course is designed to help students develop critical skills of films and TV series comparing the two
cultures, North American and Spanish, within the same digital framework.

In addition, students will learn to write a cinematographic script to make a video project that they will exhibit
in class.

METHODOLOGY

This course will use a combination of viewing of movies and TV series, guided lectures, classroom interaction,
student presentations, and city tours. In-class debates will be encouraged to integrate and reflect on theories
and experiences.

EVALUATION

Attendance to classes and field trips is mandatory; poor attendance will affect the final grade of the student
as well as the everyday participation grade.

● The final grade consists of six different parts: class participation, 2 quizzes, 3 field studies, a video
project, midterm written exam, a final written exam, and a final project.

The breakdown of grades is made up as follows:

Class participation 10%
Quiz 1 & Quiz 2 10%



Field study 1 5%
Field study 2 5%
Field study 3 5%
Video project 15%
Midterm written exam 20%
Final written exam 20%
Final project 10%

Class Participation: Active class participation includes coming to class prepared and on time, having read the
material for that day and show active reflection on that material, answering questions from the professor,
generating questions and engaging in group activities using required reading for that day. Students are
encouraged to express their opinions in class with the professor and the other students.

Quizzes: 2 short Quizzes to evaluate students, understanding of the films or TV series. Students will respond
to the multiple-choice, or short-answer questions.

Field studies: The attendance is absolutely necessary to complete the knowledge acquired in class. After the
three field studies, students will be required to complete an activity related to each of them. We will visit a
bomb shelter of the Spanish Civil War after viewing a film, as well as the installations of the Barcelona TV and
the Faculty of Audio-visual Communication.

Video project: Students will write an individual script, and will film a short video as if they were local
filmmakers. They can film the videos with cell phone or photo camera, and edit these with iMovie or other
similar software, and can invite other students or locals to participate as actors/actresses. The project will be
guided by the professor.

The script must be 4-5 pages long, typed, double-spaced in Times New Roman (12pt) and 2.5 cm/1-inch
margins on all sides. The video must be 5 minutes long, and submitted as an mp4 file or as a YouTube or
Vimeo video. Students must attend class to submit work on the day it is due. Submissions after deadline,
except for excused absences, will not be graded for credit.

Exams: Both the midterm and the final exams may contain a mix of short answer and essay questions aimed
to test the students’ full comprehension of facts and the ability to argue his/her opinions based on class
material.

The guidelines for exams are as follows:
● Any student found cheating will automatically fail this examination. Additional sanctions may be

imposed.
● Talking or communicating with other students during the examination is forbidden.
● Desks must be cleared of all books, notes and papers. All unauthorized materials must be put

away and remain out of sight throughout the examination.
● All telephones and electronic devices must be turned completely off during the exam.
● Students arriving later than 15 minutes will not be allowed into the classroom to take the

examination, subject to the decision of the instructor.
● At the end of the examination students will remain seated until their papers are collected. No

one may leave the room until excused.
● Should assistance be required, students will attract the attention of the instructor.
● Failure to follow these rules will automatically lead to failure of this examination.



Final Project: Students must write a 5 page essay on one of the TV series studied in class, applying the
knowledge learned during the course.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

SIS programs foster critical thinking and intellectual development of its students. In doing so, SIS requires
that students introduce their original thoughts, opinions, and ideas in all of their assignments with the
support of cited sources. Any violations of academic integrity- such as cheating, plagiarism, self-plagiarism,
academic misconduct, fabrication, misuse or misrepresentation of research, and noncompliance - may result
in an automatic “F” or immediate dismissal from the program if the student falls below the minimum number
of credits required for the term; 12 credits during the semester, or 3 hours during the summer.

Cheating: Any action that violates the rules and guidelines given by the instructor for submitting assignments
or exams.

Plagiarism: Any action that presents the ideas, opinions, research, etc. of another as your own.
● Directly copying another’s work without citing sources
● Submitting another person’s work into your own without properly citing the source(s) used.
● Paraphrasing another person’s work without providing appropriate citations

Self-Plagiarism: Submitting a piece of one’s own work to receive credit for multiple assignments in 9one or
more class.

Academic Misconduct: Any act that impedes or threatens the open exchange, expression, or flow of
information or fair evaluation of students. This includes intimidation and complicity in any acts or attempts to
interfere with the ethical and fair submission and evaluation of student work.

Fabrication: Providing inaccurate or false information, including research findings, quotes, and cited sources,
etc.

Non-Compliance: Failure to comply with the values, objectives, and procedures contained in this policy.

As SIS is accredited by Jacksonville University, students are held accountable to JU's Academic Integrity and
Code of Conduct. You are expected to read and understand the JU terms and regulations of Academic
Misconduct.
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyZmN0EAH1o4bKVZdzxVyKw-wdiwXewx/view)

ATTENDANCE POLICY

Semester: Students are allowed THREE absences throughout the semester without penalty. Starting with the
fourth absence, the student’s FINAL GRADE will be lowered by a fraction of a letter (1/3 of a letter grade). For
example, if a student has 4 absences and a final grade of B+, the grade will be lowered to a B, if 5 absences
the grade is lowered to B-.

Summer: Students are allowed TWO absences throughout the summer without penalty. Starting with the
third absence, the student’s FINAL GRADE will be lowered by a fraction of a letter (1/3 of a letter grade). For
example, if a student has 4 absences and a final grade of B+, the grade will be lowered to a B, if 5 absences
the grade is lowered to B-.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyZmN0EAH1o4bKVZdzxVyKw-wdiwXewx/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyZmN0EAH1o4bKVZdzxVyKw-wdiwXewx/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyZmN0EAH1o4bKVZdzxVyKw-wdiwXewx/view


*January Term students are allowed TWO absences as well.

There are NO excused absences. If a student misses class because s/he is sick, that counts as one of the
allowed absences. No excused absences and no excuses.

Quizzes, exams and participation points that are missed because of an absence cannot be recuperated.

Students that arrive late 5 minutes or more will receive a 0 for participation for the day.

COURSE CONTENT

SESSION CONTENT READING/WATCHING

1
Introduction to the Spanish Cinema

and TV series
Course presentation: contents and

requirements

2

The digital platforms in the globalization of
audio-visual

An approach to economic and ideological
interests

Reading
Transmedia storytelling on fiction series

By
Begoña Ivars and Teresa Zaragoza

Part 1

3

A brief history of the streaming world
Spanish series: about History, Youth,

Action, Nostalgia (Cuéntame and The
Wonder Years). American and Spanish family

during the same period (1968-1974/77)

Reading
A chapter of

Syd Field: screenplay
The Foundations of screenwriting

4

Analysis and discussion of readings
TV series viewing: The Paper House,

episode 1

Watching
TV series viewing: The Paper House,
episode 2, Netflix

5

Audio-visual narrative. Systems and
processes of construction and analysis of

audio-visual stories
Discussion & Analysis of The Paper House

What is the secret of the success?

Reading
Chapter 3
Askwith, I. (2007). Televisión 2.0:
Re   reconceptualizing TV as an Engageme
Medium.
Https://goo.gl/8MC2dXX.

6

Forms of serial narration
Analysis of the mechanisms, procedures
and narrative models that underlie the

organization of serial fiction stories
TV Series viewing: Merlí, episode 1

Watching
TV series viewing

Merlí, episode 2, Netflix

7
Discussion & Analysis of Merlí

Spanish and North American youth,
similarities and differences

Reading
Transmedia storytelling on fiction series

By

https://goo.gl/MC2dXX


The transmission of values through the
TV series

Debate

Begoña Ivars and Teresa Zaragoza
Part 2

8
Film viewing: Butterfly’s Tongue, by José Luís

Cuerda. The second Republic and the
beginning of the Civil War

Working on the video Project

9
Field study: a visit to the Bomb Shelter of

Civil War

Watching
Film viewing: Elisa y Marcela,

By Isabel Coixet
Netflix

10
Debate: The power of cinema and TV series

as agents of social transformation
How to write an proper script for short films

Working on the video project

11 MIDTERM REVIEW
12 MIDTERM

13
TV Series viewing : The Ministry of time,

Episode 1

Reading
A chapter of

Syd Field:Screenplay
The Foundations of screenwriting

14

Field study: visit to Barcelona TV (BTV) Watching
TV series viewing: The Ministry of time

Episode 2
Netflix

15

Analysis and discussion about
The Ministry of time,

The Almodovar universe, the esthetic of
passion

Working on the video project

Watching
TV Series viewing: Cable Girls

Episode 1,2
Netflix

16
Trends of contemporary television

Analysis and discussion of Cable Girls
Working on the video project

Watching
Film viewing: Handía, by Aitor Arregui

and Jon Garoña. Netflix

17

Analysis and discussion about Handía
The myths, the dramas and stories that have

shaped the main plot models
Working in the TV series that you have

chosen for final project

18
Field study: visit to the faculty of

Audio-visual Communication

Watching
Film viewing: The Autor,

by Manuel Martín Cuenca

19

The Goya awards
Analysis and discussion about the film

Is creativity above ethics or should it have
some limits?

Watching
All about my mother,
by Pedro Almodóvar

20
Scavenger hunt in Barcelona sites where All

about my mother was filmed
Working on the video project

21 PRESENTATIONS OF VIDEO PROJECT
22 PRESENTATIONS OF FINAL PROJECT
23 FINISHING PRESENTATIONS
24 REVIEW OF FINAL EXAM



25 FINAL EXAM

*Number of sessions and order of assignments may vary depending on term.
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